Approval of “MC MAN CIIT” Galvanized Steel Pipes


Having considered the test report ref. J19609-2 issued on 21 March 2016 by the Nutek Systems, Ltd., this Authority accepts that the pipes described below comply with, and their use when correctly installed does not contravene, the Waterworks Ordinance and Regulations.

Name of Manufacturer: Jinan Mech Piping Technology Co., Ltd.

Country of Origin: China

Brand: MC Man Chit

Details of Pipes: Galvanized steel pipes; class medium

Size: DN15, DN20, DN25, DN32, DN40, DN50, DN65, DN80, DN100, DN150 & DN200

Body Markings: Logo of "MC Man Chit" BS1387/BSEN10255 W size x thickness x length (M)

Acceptance Reference No. C20160380FS
Expiry Date: 13 March 2021

Proviso: The pipes can only be used in fire service plumbing system.

This Authority hereby permits the use of the above pipes in fire service plumbing systems subject to full adherence to Waterworks installation requirements.

A condition of this acceptance is that the pipes to be installed shall be replicas of the samples as certified by the testing agent mentioned above and without modifications. This acceptance may be withdrawn at any time if the standard of the pipes installed fails to meet that of the approved samples or if the pipes are found to be unsuitable for use in fire service plumbing systems.

For the use of the pipes in any project, the Acceptance Reference Number at the bottom of this letter must be quoted as a means of identification of acceptance of the pipes by this Authority.

Should you have any enquiries, please contact our Engineer Ms. K L FOK at tel. no. 2829 5657.

Yours faithfully,

(K K LI)
for Water Authority
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